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THE EFFECT OF WALL INTERFERENCE UPON THE AERODYNAMIC CHARA(TJ7ERISTICSOF AN
AIRFOIL SPANNING A CLOSED-THROAT CIRCULAR WIND TUNNEL

By WALTERG. VMCEN~and DONALDJ. GRAHAM

SUMMARY

The reeu.ltsof a.theoreticaland experimental instigation of
wall interferencefor an airj%il8panning a closed-throat circular
m“nd tunnel are pre86nted. Analytical equatiun~ are deriwd
which relate the characteristics of an airfm”lin the tunnel at
subsonic 8peeds m“th the charactmietics in free air. The
andytsv”stakes into ccmideration the ej’eet of jluid compresm”-
bility and is based upon the assumption that the chord of the
airfoil b small as compared with the diameter of the tunnel.
2?7Mde.xlopment is restricted to an untwisted, constant-chard
airfoil spanning the middle of the tumnel. Bm”qftheoretical
consideration is a180gicen to the problem of choking at high
speeds. Reiw.di8are thenpresented of tests to determinethe low-
speed characi!widicsof an NACA &li7 airfoil for two chord-
diameter ratios. lTh;[e, on the basis of th~e experiments, no
appraisal is possible of the accuracy of the iwreetwns at high
speeds, the dataindicate thatat low Mach numbers theanalytical
results are valid, even for relatively large m&e8 of the chord
diameter ratio.

1NTEODUCTION

The design of modern high-performance airplanes requires,
insofar as possible, an accurate Imowledge of airfoil profle
data at Reynolds and Mach numbers attained in flight.
Since the size and power of wind tunnels are subject to vari-
ous practical limitations, most existing tunnels, even H they
can provide the desired Rfach number, are not capable of
attatig full-scale Reynolds numbers for all flight conditions.
To minimize this shortcomhg in turmel tests of airfoil
profiles, it is therefore necessary to use models having as
large a chord as possible relative to the croes-sections]
dimensions of the tunnel test section. In order to eliminate
the effects of supporting struts and to exclude the indetermi-
nate tunnel-boundary interference involved in the testing
of large-chord airfoils of limited span, it has become common
practice in such tests to use airfoils which completely span
the test section. Even for these so-called “through”
models, however, the tunnel-boundary interferace can SW
be considerable, and accurate correction must be made for
its eilects if the tunnel data axe to be used with confidence
in the calculation of free-flight airplane characteristioa.

The tunnel-boundary interference for airfoils spanning
wind tunnels of various types has been the subject of numer-
ous theoretical and experimental investigations. The inter-
ference for rectangular tunnels having rigid walls normal to
the span of the airfoil and either rigid vmlla or free boundaries

parallel to the span has bean discussed theoretically by sev-
eral writers. For example, Lack (reference 1), Glauert (ref- ___
erence 2), and Goldstein (reference 3), give the necessary
tunnel-wall corrections for an airfoil spanning a rectangular
tunnel in an incompressible fluid; while Goldstein and Young
(reference 4) ahow how these corrections, as well as those for.
any general case of iritarference in an incompressible fluidl
can be modified to take account of fluid compressibility.
Reference 5 givw the corrections for the compressible case
in a c~osed-throat rectangular tunnel, as well as a critical
discussion of the redts of the previous references and some
experimental data from low-speed tests.. Fage (reference 6) . ..
also presenta experimental drag data for several symmetrical
bodies of various sizes in a closed-throat rectangular tunnel. ... .
Experimental and theoretical remdts for m airfoil spanning
a completely open-throat rectangular tunnel are given by
Sttiper (references 7 a~d 8). ‘fhe case of an airfoil spanning
an open-throat circular tunnel has been the subjecb of a
number of investigations, including theoretical treatments
by Glauert (reference 9), Stiiper [references 7 ~d S), and.
Squire (reference 10), and experimental measurements by
Sttlper (references 7 and 8] and Adamson (reference 11).
Apparently, the case of the closed-throat circular tunnel has
received no attention.

Since this last case is often encountered in practice, an in-
vestigation was made of the turmel-wall intderence at sub-
sonic speeds for a &g spanning a closed-throat circdar
tunnel. The present paper presents the results of this in-
vwtigation. in the first part of the paper, analytical equa-
tions are derived relating the characteristics of the airfofi
in the tunnel with those in free air for a compressible fluid.
Same consideration is alsc given h the phenomenon of chok-
ing which occurs at high speeds. In the second part, the
validity of the theoretical results is examined by the analysis
of experimental data for rm B7ACA 4412 airfoil for two ratios
of airfoil chord to tunnel diameter. The investigation is
restricted to retwisted constant-chord airfoils spanning the
middle of the tuonel.

THEORY

As in reference 5, the theoretical development of the
tunnel-walI corrections is divided co~veniently into two gen-
eral sections. First, the influence of the wall upon the field
of flow at the airfoil in the tunnel is determined. Second,
the aerodynamic characteristics of the airfoil in this field of
flow are related b the corresponding quantities in fie~air.
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In this manner, simple formulas are finally obtained which
enabIe the prediction of the free-air characteristics when the
characteristics in the tunnel are known. I

Again, as in reference 5, the amlysis is based upon the
method of superposition. To this end, it is assumed that the
airfoil is of small thickness .aml camber, so that the induced
velocity is everywhere small as compared with the velocity
of the undisturbed stream. With this assumption, the total
induced velocity at any point is the simple vector sum of the
separate velocities induced at that point by the interference
between the tumel wall and the airfoil camber, thicknew,
and wake. Thus the effects of camber, thickness, and wake
may each be analyzed separately and superposed to obtain
the desired result for the complete airfoiL As pointed out
in reference 6, this procedure is permissible cv.en in the com-
pressible fluid if the airfoil is of small thickness and camber
as assumed.

Before proceeding to the actual development of the theory,
it is useful to contrast the present problem with the problems
of through airfoils in the various types of rectangular tunnels
and in the open-throat circuIar tunnel. In the case of an
airfoil spanning a rectangular tunnel having rigid walls
normal to the span of the airfoil, the problem is relatively
simple. If the effect of the bounda]T layer along the hmnel
walls is neglected, the flow is sensibly the same in all planes
normal to the span; that is, there is cleady no spanwise
variation in lift. The air flow is thus essentially two-dimens-
ional, and the interfermce problems of camber, thickness,
and wake can be analyzed by the customary means of a
system of images with axes parallel to the span of the airfoil
(references 1, 2, 3, and 5). This is tie whether the tunnel
boundaries paraUel ta the span are fied or free. in this
manner, tunnel-boundary corrections can be derived for
airfoils of moderately large chord as.. .cornpared with the
height of the tunnel test section.

In the case of an airfoil spanning a completely free jet,
whether rectangular or circular in section, the lift necessarily
falk to zero at the boundary of the jet. q here thus exists
in this case. a pronounced spanwise variation in lift and an
attmdant system of trailing vortices. .In the existing treat-
ments of the problem, only the interference between these
trailing vortices and the jet boundaries is considered, the
interference dlects awociated with the chordwise d@ribu-
tion of bound vortices and with the airfoil thickneea and
wake being completely neglected. This procedure implies
the assumption that the chord of the airfoil is very small
rela~ive to the dimensions oi the jet. In this manner, the
problem is reduced to a limiting case of the usual probkm
of an airfoil partially spanning the jet, and, as in this latter
case, the component of dovmwash induced at the airfoil by
the interference between the walls and the trailing vortices
is one-haIf as great as the corresponding component an
infinite distance downstream. The theoretical detengi+na-
tion of the wall interference may thus be treated as a prob-
lem of two-dimensional flow in a plane normal to the axis of
the tunnel infinitely far behind the airfoiI. The boundary
conditions for either the rectangular or circular jet are then
readily satisfied by the introduction of a suitable system of
image vortices with axes parallel to the axis of the tunnel

(references 7, 8, 9, and 10). This method of analysis, how-
ever, is inadequate if the chord of the airfoil is even modera-
tely large as compared with the dimensions of the jet.

The awe of the airfoil spanning a closed-throat circular
tunnel is more complex than either of the foregoing problcrns.
Unlike the cundition prevailing in the free jet, the lift in
this case need not fall, to zero at the boundary-that h, at
the tunnel wall-so that the spanwise variation in lift is
not necawari.ly large. In fact, as will bo seen, the lift is
constant across the span of the airfoil, and no systcm of
trailing vortices exists. The assumption of a very small
chord and the consequent reduction of the problem to a C?SC
of twodimensional flow in a plane infinitely far downstream
is thus wi’thout meaning. On the other hand, an analysis
for airfofi” of moderately large chord in the. manner em-
ployed in the case of the rectangular tunnel with rigid side
walla is not possible. In the closed-throat. circuhw tunnel
the flow in all planes normal to the span of the airfoil is not
the same, so that the eflect of the bound vortices, and of the
airfoil thickness and wake as well, cannot be trcritwl as a
problem h twodimensional flow, Furthermore, the bound-
ary conditions at the tunnel wall cannot be satisfied for the
actual three-dimensional problem by any known system
of images. The solution of the problem for the closed-throat
circular tunnel thus requires an analysis entirely different
from those employed in the previous instances.

INFLUENCEOF TUNNELWALL UPON FIELDOF FLOWAT AIRFOIL

An approach to the problem of the airfoil spanning u
closed-throat circular tunnd is afforded by tho work of von
K4rm6n and Burgers in reference 12 (pp. 206 to 273), where
the ~eloc~ty potentiaI at an arbitrary point in the tunneI is
determined for a U-shape vortex of infinitesimal span in an
incomprwsible fluid.
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FIGGrm L-Elementary U-shaped vwtex h cksed-tbraat drculuc tunnel.—.
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A syst+m of rectangular coordinates x, y, z is introduced
as shown in figure 1. The z-axis is taken on the center line
of the tunnel with its positive direction downstream. The
z-axis is positive downward, and the y-axis positive to the
left for aD observer looking against the direction of flow.
An alternative system of cylindrical coordinates z, u, t? is
defined by the relations

y=u Cos e

}
(1)

Z=a sin e

The positive direction of circulation is defined so that a
vortex with positive circulation exerts a force on the fluid in
the direction of the positive z-axis. In other words, the lift
force experienced by a positive vortex is in the negative z
directio~. The velocity of the fluid in the undisturbed
stream is denoted by 1~’ and the radius of the tunnel by r.
Other symboIs are defined as introduced in the text. A list
of the more important symbols and their definitions is given
in Appendix C?.

Consider now a U-shape vortex of iniinitisimaI span dq
pardel to the y-axis and situated in the yz-plane at the point
q=oo 00s 60, l-=uo sin 00. If the strength of the vortex is
denoted by I“ the velocity potential in the closed tunnel at
the points z, u, 6 is given by von Ktfrm6n and Burgers, for
negative values of 2, as

(2)

where

2(g–x)
@ (3)

(It should be noted that the quantity g appearing in these
equations is mereIy a variable of integration and has no ph@-
cal signitlcance.) The quantity t7.(A,co) is a Bessel function
of the first kind of the order m. The summation with respect
to m extends over aU tie positive “mtegem and includes
m=O; the prime added to the summation sign indicates that
a factor ~ must be inserted before the term corresponding to
m=O. The summation with r~pect to s for every m
extends over all positive roots of the equation

J~’(A,r) =0 (4)

where ~.’ (AZ) is the derivative of the function ~.(k~) with
respect to its argument. The notation used throughout this
paper for the Bessel functions is that of Watson (reference
13), which is the same as that of the Smithsonian tables
(reference 14).

By dtierentiating Q with respect to ~ and then integrating
with respect to $, as indicated in equation (2), the velocity
potential becomes fially

[
Jm(ko) +m cos 00sin m(t?-(?o) ~0

X, sin 6, cos m(&–80) J~’(xtcoJ
1

(5)

& pointed out, this e.xpreesion applies only at negative values
of z. As w-ill be seen later, the necessary results for positive
values of r can be derived from considerations of symmetry.

By means of equation (5), it is possible to evaluate the
wall interference associated with both airfoil camber and
thicIuMs for the case of the incompressible fluid. These
results can then be modiiled for the effect of fluid comp-
ressibility by the methods of reference 4. It is found
finally that, for Q closed-throat circuku- tnnneI, the effects of
interference between the walls and the airfoil camber are
identical -with the corresponding interference effects for the
same airfoil spanning a closed-throat rectangular tunnel, the
height of which bears a kno-ivn relation to the diameter of
the circtiar tunnel A similar concision is obtained regard-
ing the effects of imkiference between the walls and the air-
foil thickness, axcept for a numerical difference in the
relation between the diameter of the given circular tunnel
and the height of the equivalent rectangular tunnel. The
interference effects associated with the wake of the airfoil
are not analyzed in detaiI, but their magnitude can be
estimat~d with reasonable accuracy by comparison with the
results for the thickness effect. In order to simplify the
compl~x mathematics of the problem, the interfermce eftects
are calculated only for the section of the airfoil at the center
line of the tunnel. As will be seen Iater, however, experi-
mental data indicate that the results are applicable at any
spantie station.

Camber effect, —To analyze the effect of the interference
between the tunnel walls and the airfoil camber, tie thiclmess
and wake of the airfoil are considered to be removed and the
airfoil reduced to its mean camber line. The resulting in&i-
tesimally thin airfoil may then be replaced by a sheet of
continuously distributed, bound vortices which, in the general
threedimensional case, consist of both spamvise and chord-
wise vortices. The velocity induced at any given point on
the camber line is then obtained by integration over the entire
vortex sheet. As in all thin-airfoil theory the distribution
of bound vorticit y must be such that the resultant of this
induced velocity and the free-stream velocity is tangential
to the camber line at all points. As will be seen, however,
the actual theoretical determination of the distribution of
vorticity is not nece9sary in this case.

li calculating the velocity field of the vortex system, it is
awuned that the bound vortieity is distributed in the middle
plane of the tunnel—that is, in the iry-plane-rather than
along the camber line and that the induced velocity at any
point on the camber line is the same as the induced velocity
at the corresponding point in the xy-plane. From equation
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(5), the velocity potential at any point x, a, 0 for a vortex
element on the y-axis at the point y=TJ (00=0, UO=TI) is

;$ ~1 ~ W@n W@ e.k’’JmJ@)+@~~) . . @)~=-—

w(’~’)

TIM term for m=O disappears by virtue of the factor m in
the numerator of the ~eneral term. The vertical induced
vebcit y v,’ in the inco~pressible fluid is then

~,,=*_a4 ad ~ad m
a2 ae az atia2

For points in the zy-plane (8=0, a=y), $=0

Thus, at- points in the zy-pkine,

JiMJ 1
az ‘~”

The comp~icated double series in this equation can be
reduced to a single series and the mathematics of the problem
greatly simpIKed by limiting the discussion to the chord-
wise section of the airfoil at the center line of the tunneI
(Y=O, z= O). From the known relations for Bessel functions
(cf. reference 13), for y=O

~a=~ for m>l
A,y

.

Thus, at points on the z-axis,

where the summation with respect to s extends over all the
positive roots of the equation

CL’(AJ’)=0 (9)

F-rom Bessel’s differential equation

J,’’ (&r)=-
(l-*) J’(’J”) (10)

where the double prime denotes &e second derivative of the
Bessel function with respect h its argument. Equation (8)
can thus be written

(11)

As mentioned, this equation is valid only for negative values
of x.

It is apparent that the series in equation (11) is rapidly
convergent for large negative valuea of x, but that the con-
vergence is slow for small negative values. Since in the
evaluation of the velocity induced by the vortex sheet it

is the small values of x which are of primary importmme,
equation (11 ) cannot be applied directly in the present case.
It is possible, however, by means of a method dcmonaimtcd
by Watson (reference 15), to express the series of this equa-
tion as ~ combination of eh?mentary functions and a series
of ascending powers of z and q. The resulting series is
readily applicable to the present problem.

The detailed procedure for the transformation of the scriea
of equation (11) is given in Appendix A. By application
of the final result, equation (1 I ) may be written.

(12)

The double summation extends over W integral values of k
and p from zero to positive Mnity. The numerical cocfE-
cient #u~~,+o=P’v is given by the integral

(13)

Here I,(t) is a modi?ied Bessel function of the firsk kind of
order unity, and <i’(t) denotes the derivative of 11(t) with
respect ..to its argument, The numerical vahms of K’sf for
.f= 1, 2, 3, 4, are evaluated by means of a series expansion
in Appendix A.

It is readily shown that the first term on the right-hand
side of equation (12) agrees with the induced velocity com-
puted for %=0 by the more elementary theory of tunnel-wall
interference which considers only the effects of the trailing
vortices and their images. To this end, consider the two-
dimenaional flow in a plane normal to the axis of the tunnel
an infinite distance downstream (fig. 2). The theory states
that the induced velocity at a given point (y, z) in this plane is
twice as great as the induced veIocity at thecorrespondingpoint
in the plane z=O (cf. reference 12, p. 260). In the plane
~= ~, fie t~~g Vortiw of the U-shape vortex previously
considered constitute a vortex pair having an infmitosimal
spacing dq and situated at the point y= q, 2=0. The circu-
lation of each vortex of the pair is r’ and is directed as shown

radr)

Q!-7=--

Y r’

t
z

FImrBE 2.-Section through tunnel at Mnlty downstream.
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in figure 2. The bound~ condition that there shall be no
flow normal to the wall of the tunnel can be satiafied by the
introduction at the point z=O, y=#/TI of an image vortex
pair with a spacing 9d7/# and with the circuMion of the
vortices directed as indicated. The verticaI veloci~ induced
at the tunnel center by the t.railing vortm pair is

I“dq
t!,l’(. )=——

2rq~

and the vertical veIocity induced at the same point by the

The total vertical velocity at the center of
x= co ia then the sum of three two velocities;

the tunneI at
that is,

(14)

The vertical velocity at the center of the
one-half of t-his value, or

. r’dq(r’+qy
v.’(o)=— 4m%12

tunnel at z=O is

(15)

This value agrees with the result of equation (12) for the
speciaI case x=O. Thus, the fit term on the right-hand
side of equation (12) represents the vertical induced velocity
on the center Line of the tunnel at z=O and is attributable
entirely to the trailing vortic~ and to the interference
between these vortices and the tunnel walk. The remaining
terms represent the variation in induced velocity due to a
displacement a distance z upstream from the origin. These
terms arise both from a change in the effect of the trailing
vortices and their waU interference and from the now-active
effect of the trausveme bound vortex and its interfermce
with the tunnel walls.

Although equation (12) was deduced for negative values
of z, it can be shown that it is applicable to positive values
of x as well. According to von K&mfm and Burgms (ref-
enmce 12, p. 267), the vertical induced velocity at —x is
related to the corresponding velocity at +x by the equation

0,’ (—z) =Uz’( =) —0.’ (+x)

By virtue of this relation, together with the fact that

uz’(0) =* 0.’(~ ), it follows that

I?J.’(+x) –w.’(o) = – [0.’(+) –+.’ (o)] (16)

That is, the difference between the induced velocity at a
given station z and the induced velocity at z=O must be
an odd function of z. The terms containing z in equation
(12), which were derived to represent this difference for
negative values of the variable, are seen to constitute pre-
cisely such a function. Thus the expansion of equation (12)
is valid for positive as well as negative values of x.

v

FIGURES.—In6nItesImsIly W 8MoII spsun@ ckmd-thost elrcdor twmel.

The vortex sheet which represmts the entire airfoil can
now be btit up by the superposition of U-shape vortices in
the ~-plane, and the total induced velocity found by inte:
gration of equation (12) over the entire system. The leading
edge of the airfoil is placed on the y-axis as shown in figure 3;
the trailing edge then lies at Z=C, where c is the chord of the
airfoil The circulation of an elematary vortex hav%g in
infinitesimal span dq and situated at the point z=t, y=q is
taken to be (dI’’/d$)d& where (dI’’/cZE)is the -vorticity per
unit length of the chordwise section at the staticm y=~.
The vetiic~ velocity induced at the chordwise station x On _..._
the center line of the tunnel by a single elemen~ vortex ia
given by equation (12) if z and 1?’ are replaced by (z–#)
and (d17’/d&)d&respectively. The total verticaI -relocity
induced by the complete airfofl is then given by the double
integral

(17)

The integration of equation (17) requires a knowledge of
(dr’/d$) as a function of q md t. Theoretically, (dr’/d&)
could be determined from the requirement that the induced
vertical valocity at every point on the camber line must
be such that the resultant of this velocity and the free-
stream velocity is tangential to the camber line. This
method of procedure leads, however, to a complicated double
integral equation, the solution of which do= not appear
feasible. Some assumption concerning the distribution of.. ~.
vorticity must therefore be made if the problem is to be _
solved.
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To aid in the choice of n suitable assumption, experiments
were carried out to determine the pressure distribution, both
chordwise and spanwise, over an airfoil spanning a closed-
throat circular tunnel. The airfoil used “in the experiments,
which are described in detaiI later in the report, had an
NAC’A 4412 section and was untwisted and of constant chord.
The results of these experiamnts reveal that for such an
arrangement the lift is sensibly uniform across the span for
angles of attack below the stall. This fact is illustrated in
figures 6 and 7, which show the experimental spanwise
lift distribution for the airfoil at various angles of attack in
wind tunnels afTording chord-diameter ratios of 0.357 and
0.625. These remdts were at first regarded as rather sur-
prising. Later, however, it was realized that they are only
what might logicaIIy be expected from general considerations
of the conditions of flow in a closed-throat tunnel. A
demonstration of this fact is given in Appendix B, in which
it is shown that the lift. distribution is uniform acrbss an
untwisted, conshmt-chord airfoil spanning any closed-throat
wind tunnel, irrespective of the cross-sectional shape of the
tunnel. Detailed examination of the pressure distributiona
from which the results of figures 6 and 7 were obtained
reveal further that at a given angle of attack the chordwise
pressure distribution is sensibly the same for all spanwise
stations on the airfoil; that is, the lift per unit chord at any
given chordwise station is constant across the span. It is
to be expected that this result, though obtained for a par-
ticular airfoil, wi.Ube equally true for any ordina~ caniber-
line shape. Thus it is reasonable to assume that the dis-

tribution of bound vorticity is not a function of the sptmwiso
position on the airfoil: that is, (dr’fd~) is independen~ of q.

On the. basis of thk assumption, equation (17) mfiy be
writ ten

and the integration carried out with rmpect to q. The first
two terms of the integrand, however, become infinite at the
point q=O. These singularitiw, which are duo to the cflccts
of the vortices trailing from tho vortex elements on tho
z-axis, require that special care be taken in the integration,
TIM evaluation of the integral must be carried out from —r
to — e and from + e to + r, and to the remdting function
must be added the effects of the t-railing vortex pairs of span
2 e which straddle the z-axis. The limit of this sum must
then be taken aa e tends to zero. The vertical velocity
induced at the point x on the z-axis by the vortices trailing
from a vortex element of span 2 E symmetrically placed at
x=[, y=Cl is

( )[

1 dI” 2(X—C)
‘“=G ~ :+tl)i’+(x–t)’ 1d~

Since the. fit two terms of equation (18) contain only
second-order powers of q, the integrals from —r to — e and
from + ~ to +T will be equal. The integral of these two
terms with respect to q thus becomes Iinally

~ li~ d~+”g

{

—
‘“- 24+(9

a-) (x–~) Ir–(x–g),/f+(z–~f” =
(–)

..-

. x—~
r

The integration with respect to q of
equation (18) presents no difficulty.
v,’ thus becomes after integration

the double series h
The expression for

-i

— 1) ~/.4’2(k+@+l)
2020 ld(k+l!!(2P+l)! (21c+l)2*-’ ()]

‘+~ “+s dt (19)

For constant spanwise circulation, the trailing vortices
finally disappear in the integration with respect to q, The
integrand of equation (19) thus represents the increment of
vertical velocity induced by an ekmentary vortex of constant
circulation completely spanning the tumel,

It will now be assumed that the chord of the airfoil is
small enough as compared with the dimensions of the wind
tunnel that powers of (z—~)/r greater than the first may be
neglected in the integrand of equation (19). This is equiva-

lent to assuming that powers of the chord-diameter ratio
(c/d) higher than the second may be neglected in the fi~al
equationa for the tunnel-wall corrections. The approxi-
mation is accomplished by expanding the first term of tho
integrand in ascending powers of (r—~)/rand discarding all
terms cotitaining powers higher than the first and by retain-
ing only the p= O terms of the double series. This gives for
the induced velocity

which may be written
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By substituting the numerical values for the coefEcients-

P’m+n from equations (A20) of Appendix A, this equation
may be written to an accuracy of three significant figures as

“’=HX%)[A-*4” ’20)

The foregoing result, which was derived by awuming the
fluid to be incompresib~e, can be modified for the eflect of
compressibility by the methods of Goldstein and Young.
The modification is most readily performed by means of the
so-called’~ Llethod II” (reference 4, pp. 5-6), which compares
the compressible and incompressible flows for equal values of
circulation. If the Mach number of the compressible flow
at the position of the airfoil is denoted by M, it is readily
shovm on the basis of this method that for a given distribu-
tion of vorticitty the vertical velocity induced in a compres-
sible fluid at any po”mt on the center line of a tunnel of radius——
r is ~~1—M~ times the corresponding velocity at the same
point in an incompressible fluid in a tunnel of radius
r~l –MY. Thus, from equation (20), the vertical velocily
VZ’in a compressible fluid in the ‘actual tunnel of radius r is

The first term of this equation represents the vertical veloci~
that would be induced by a vortex sheet of ifinite span in an
unlimited fluid field. The second term thus representa the
interference effect of the tunnel wall.

Equation (21) may be compared with the corresponding
result from reference 5, which discusses the wall interference
for an airfoil in a closed-throat two-dimensional-flow wind
tunnel. After alteration to conform with the notation and
sign conventions of the present paper, equation (41) of refer-
ence 5 gives for the verticaI velocity at the camber line of an
Mniteaimally thin airfoil mounted on the center line of a
two-dimensional-flow tunnel of height h

Comparison of equations (21) and (22) shows that an intini-
tesimally thin airfoil spanning a closed-throat circular tunnel
of radius r experiences at its midspan section the same inter-
ference as would be experienced by the same airfoil in a closed-
throat twodimensional-ffow tunnel of height

“=\~6(:579)
r= 1.686r

or, in terms of the tunnel diameter d,

h,= O.843d (23)

This result makes the later determination of the interference
corrections for the circular tunnel very simple, since the cor-
rections for the rectangular tunnel are already known.

It is readily shown by means of equation (6) that the vort~x
system which represents the infinitesimally thki airfoil in-
duces no axial velocity at any point in the ~-plane. It.
follows that airfoil camber has no effect upon the axial ve-
locity or pressure gradient at the position of the moclel.

Thickness effect,-The interference ei%wts associated with
airfoil thickness can be found by reducing the given airfoil
to its base profile and tmalyzing the interference between the “”‘-”
tunnel vwdl and this proille. The base profile is deiined as
the profile the airfoiI would have if the camber were removed
and the resulting airfoil placed at zero angle of attack. If it
ia assumed that no wake is present, the interference between
the tunnel wall and this symmetrical airfoil can be found by
applying the results of equation (5) to Imck’s method of
analysis of the interference on a symmetrical body in two-
dimensional incompr-ible flow. (Lock’s original analysis
appears in reference 1; an alternative csxplanation of the
method is given by G1auert in reference 2, pp. 52–57.)

Lock’s method of analysis, which assumes that the chord
of the airfofl is small as compared with the dimensions of the
tunnel, consists essentially in replacing the given symmetrical
airfoil by an equivalent two-dimensional source-sink doublet
and calculating the interference between this doublet and
the tunnel boundaries. The strength of the doublet in ai~-
given case is proportioned so that it induces at a considerable
distance from itself in free air a velocity equal to the velocity
induced at the same point by the original airfoil. In the
two-dimensional case, the interference flow at the position
of the airfoil is then readily found by introducing an infmit e
series of images of the doublet such as to satisfy the condition
that there shall be no flow nornd to the tunnel boundaries
and calculating the velocity induced at the airfoil by this
system of images. For an airfoil spanning a closed-throat
rectangukr tunnel at mid-height, the net result of the wall

.-—-.

interference for the incompressible case is to increase the
effective atial velocity at the position of the airfoil by the
amount .

where p is the strength of the doublet used to reprment the
airfoil. It is shown in referencw 4 and 5 that the effect of
fluid compressibility is to increase this interference velocity
by the factor 1/[1 — (M’)2]812,where M’ is the Mach number
of the undisturbed stream in the tunnel. Thus, in the com-
pressible case,

(24)

The problem of the symmetrical airfoil in a closed-throat
circular tunnel can also be solved by replacing the airfoil by
an equivalent doublet spanning the tunnel. In this case,
though, the interference for the doublet cannot be found.by
the method of images. If the doublet used is composed,
however, of two vortices in a plane normal to the steam in-
stead of the customary aouree and sink in line with the
stream, the interference velocity can be crdculated by means
of equation (5). Since the velocity fields of the two types
of doublets are identical, the interference calculated by means
of the vortex doublet is the same as that which would--be
obtained if the source-sink doublet were used.

Consider a vortex element of circulation 17’ and span dq ‘”
at the point a~, t?Oin the yz-plane (fig. 1). From equation (5),
the streamwise velocity ~=’ induced at any point z, u, t?up-
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stream from the origin by this element and its accompanying
trailing vortices is

[

J&wo) :m Cos 190Sin?n(e—e“) ~.

A, sinL%Cos?73(8-(90)c7m’(h&J
1

(25)

At a point in the middle plane of the tunmd (zy-plane),
0=0, u=y, and the veIocity is

[
‘~bd +~, sindo Ws Z“@elm’(h@O)—m Cos I?osinmeo

co” 1
(26)

As before, the double series in this equation reduces to a
single series if the discussion is Iimited to the interference at
the center line of the tunnel For points on the center line,

Jo (x#y)=J”(o) = 1 ~~

J.(A,y)=Jm(0)=O forma 1

and the streamwise induced veIocity becomes

v=’= - ~$1~ ‘- (27)

From the known relations for the Bemel functions

Jo’(hcoo)= –J,(kd”) (28)

so that equation (27) may be written

(29)

A required by equation (4), the summation with respect to
s in this equation extends over all positive roots of the
equation

JO’(M)= –J,(M)=T-” “-(30)

As the next step, consider a pair of symmetrically pIaced
elementary vortices composed of a vortex of circulation —I“
at the point %, 80 and a vortex of circulation + ~’ at the
point Uo, 8.. From equation (29), the streamwise velocity
induced at a point on the center line of the tunnel by this
vortex pair and the accompanying trailing vortices is

(31)

which may also be written

The expression (21”ao sin 8.) which appears in this equation
is the product of the vortex strength and the distance bctwccn
the vortices.

BTow let the distance between the vorticw tend to zero
while the vortex strength increases in such a way that the
product (21”~ sin 130)retains a constant vahm p, The
result in the limit is an elementary vortex doublet of strength
~ and span d~ at the point ~=q on the ~-axis. Tho
streamwiee velocity induced on the center line of the tunnel
by t@ elementary spamvise doublet and the accompanying
trailing vortex doublets is then

(33)

As before, the inilnite series in this equation is rapidly
convergmt for large negative values of z, but the ccmvcrgence
is S1OWfor small negative values and is nonexistent when
x=O, Once again, however, the series can be cxprcsscd as
a combination of elementary functions and a power series
which is readily applied to the problem at. hand. The
detaiIs of the transformation are given in Appendix A.
By means of the iina.1 result; ~quation (33.).can bo writton

(34)

where the double summation extends over all intqyd values
of k and p from zero to in6nity. The coellkient pz(t+~+l)=
mr h given by the integral

The numerical values of this integrnl for j= 1, 2, 3, 4 me
evrduated in Appendix A.

The induced velocity for a doublet spfinning the tunnel is
now readily found by taking tho doublet strength y constant
across the span and integrating equation (34) with respect
to v from –r to +r. This givw finally

(36)

In the integration across the tunnel, alI the trailing vortices,
of course, dieappear.

It is apparent from the symmetry of the problem, that tho
streamwise velocity induced by a doublet spanning the tun-
nel must be an even function of the vmiablo x. Equation
(36), -which was derived for negative vahms of x, is seen to bo
such a function and is thus applicable to positive values of
the variable as well.

The values of v.’ for wmishingly small vahme of x, thti~ is,
at the position of the doublet, is then found from equation
(36) by expanding the first term in mccnding powers of z/r
and discarding alI terms containing second powers and
higher and by retaining onIy the p=O terms of the double
series. This gives
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After substitution of the numerical values for the coefficient.a
PUWJ fmm equations (A33) of Appendix A, this equation
becomes to an accuracy of three signMcant figures

(38)

The first term of equation (38) ie the velocity induced by a
doublet of infinite span in a field of unlimited extent. The
remaining term therefore repmsenta the effect of interference
between the doublet and the tunnel -AI. Thus the net
result of the interference betwea the airfoil thickness and
the tunnel wall for the iucomprwible fluid is to increase the
effective stream velocity at the position of the airfoiI by the
amount

Al~7’==
,

(39)

In my particular case, ALis again equal to the strength of the
doublet used to reprwmt the given airfoil.

The result of .equaLion (39) can be modiiied for the @ect
of ffuid compressibility by the method of reference 4. In
this case, the modification is most conveniently paformed
by means of Method I (reference 4, pp. 3–5) which compares
the compressible and incompr=ible flows for a given airfoiI
of unaltered shape and size. By this method, it is readily
shown that the stireamwise velocity induced in the incom-
preeeible fluid at any point on the center line of a tunnel of

radius r ia l/~1 — (M’)* times the corrm”ponding velocity at
the same point in an incompressible fluid in a tunnel of radiue
rim. EIwe M’ is, as before, the Mach number m the
undisturbed stream. The increment in axial velocity in the
compressible case is thus

(40)

Comparison of equations (24) and (40) shows that, if no
wake is pr=ent, a symmetrical airfoil spanning a closed-
throat circular tunnel of radius r experiences at its midspan
seotion the same increase in axial velocity as would be ex-
perienced by the same airfoil in a closed-throat twodimen-
sional-flow tunnel of height

“=43(1:356) ‘=1”558r

or, in terms of the tunnel diameter,

~=0.779d (41)

The foregoing reeult greatly simpIMea the determination of
the true stream conditions at the position of the airfoiI in the
circular tunnel, since the necessary equations for the rec-
tangular tunnel are already Imowm.

Consideration of the symmetry of the system formed by a
base profile spanning the middle of a circular tunneI indicates
that the interference between the w-alI and the airfod thick-
ness does not influence the vertical induced velocity Ut’ at
any pornt on the airfoil. Similarly, the airfoil thickness has
no effect upon the streamwise pressure gradient in the tunnel
at the position of the airfoil.

Wake effect,-It is shown in general terms in reference 5
that the interference between the wake of a body and the
wds of a closed-throat wind tmme.1 givw” rise at the positioD
of the body to a velocity im.rement and a streamwise pres-
sure gradient which are not preseD t in free air. This is true
for any type of body and any shape of turmel tmt section.
The magnitude of this velocity imremen t and pressure
gradient iD the case of an airfoil sparmimg a closed-throat
rectangular tunmsil can be determined appro.ximately by
replacing the -wake by the flow from a suitable fluid source
and the turmel walk by an infinite system of image sources.
h the case of the airfoil spanning a closed-throat circular
tunneI, this treatment is no longer possible, since no system
of image sources is known which will satisfy the boundary
conditions at the tunnel wall. A more compl~~ method of
aDalysis could conceivably be devised for this case; however,
since the calculation is highly approximate even in the case
of t-w-di.mensiou al flow, such an analysis does not appear
warranted. For present purpos= it is probably sui%cient to
aasume that the midspan section of the airfoil in the circcar . .... .
tunnel experiences the same velocity imrement and pressure
gradient as a result of the wake interference as does the same ___
airfoil in a rectaugtdar tunnel of a height defined by equa-
tioD (41). This assumpt.ioD leads to the simplmt expression _
for the iinaI correction to the measured drag co~cien t aDd
should give rcmdts which are reasonably accurate. If it is
assumed that the ceDter of the wake lice in a horizontal plane
containing the diameter of the tunnel, it fo~ows from ooD-
siderations of symmetry that the wake interference does Dot
cmtribute to the vertical induced velocity v.’ at the airfoil,

It has already bem indicated that the interference as-
sociated with the camber of the airfoil has no effect upon the
stream veIocity at the model. The tdal increase in velocity
for the complete airfoil in the circular tunnel is thus given by
the sum of the increments caused by the thickness and the
wake of the airfoil. In reference 5 it is shown that for the
analagous case of the airfoiI in the rectangukr tunnel, the
true velocity ~ at the position of the airfoil may finally be
written

where u and r are factors dependent upon the size of the air-
foil relative to the tunnel, A is a factor dependent upon the
shape of the base profle, and cd’ is the drag coefficient of tie
airfoil as measured in the tunnel. The tist correction term
in this equation represents the velocity increment caused by
the airfoil thiclmws and is found by substituting the proper
value for the equivalent doublet strength in equation (24).
The second correction term represents the velocity increment
associated vrith the wake of the airfoil.

The factors u and ~ in equation (42) are defined by

#c’
()‘=E E

(43)

and

(44)
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where (c/h) is the ratio of the airfoil chord to the tunnel
height. An analytic expression for A is given in equation (3)
of reference 5. Values of A for a number of base profiles are
given in table 1, which is reproduced hwm this reference.

If it is assumed that the height of the equiwdent rectan-
gular tunnel with regard to the wake interference is the styne
as that given by equation (41) for the thickness interference,
the true velocity in the circular tunnel is found simply by
substituting hz from equation (41) for h in the factors a and ~
of equation (42). The true velocity at the midspan section
of an airfoil spanning a circuIar tunnel is thus

{

1+0.4 (M’)*
V=v’ l+[1_(&)q8/2 ‘“~+ l_ (jf/f72 T2cd’

}

(45)

where the factom T2and uz are defined

()
T2=0.321 ~

d
and

()
U2=0.339 ; %

by

(46)

(47)

A correction tQ the stream velocity implies corrections ako
to the. stream dynamic pressure, Reynolcls number and
Mach number.. Theee. corrections for an airfoil spanning a
rectangular tunnel have been determined in rcfer~ce 5 on
the. basis of the .assu~p{.~o.m..that ~he. flow .is ad@b.atic
The corresponding corrgcti.ow.. for t~e. circul~r, t~el. cm
be found by replacing ~e. factors r and a in equqtiogg (29),
(32), and (33) of reference 5 .by the factors ~, and u, of the
present paper. The true dynamic pressure- q, Reynolcls
number R, and Mach number ill at the midspan section in
tlm circular tunnel are thus related to the corresponding
quantities in the uncliaturbed stream (denoted by primes) by
the equations

(48)

{
~=R, ~+1–o.7(hl’)z [1–o.7(M’)q [1+0.4 (M’)’]

[~_(Ml)2]s/2A~2+ 1-(M’)Z Tgcd’
}

(49)

{

1+0.2 (M’)* [l+o.2(M’)q [1+0.4(M’)’] ~,cd,
‘W=af’ 1+[1 –(il!z’)’y~ ‘“’+ 1 – (M’}’ }

(50)

Numerical vtilues of the functions of M’ which appear iu
these equations are given in table II, which is reproduced
from reference 5.

At low Mach numbers, the terms ccmtaining 72%’ in the
equations for the corrected stream characteristics are usually
negligible as compared. with the terms containing AUZ.At
high Mach numbers, however, where the drag coefficient is
very large, the term9 with r%%’predominate.

RELATIONSBETWEEN AIRFOIL CHARACTERISTICSIN TUNNEL
ANDIN FREE AIR

The characteristics of the airfoil in free air are now readily
determined in terms of the characteristics at the midspan

section io the tunnel. It is simply necessary to apply tho
results of the preceding sections to the rdations rdrcady
derived.in reference 5 for the airfoil spanning a rectangular
tunnel.

Briefly, the method of reference 5 relates the section chm-
acteristics in the tunnel at an undisturbed stream velocity
V’ to the characteristics i~ an unconfied stream having a
velocity equal to the true velocit,y 17 which exists at the
position of the airfoil i~ the tunnel. The relation is ob-
taimd on the basis of equal values of the so-called cot angcn t
component of lift in the tunnel and in free air, this being
necessary to assure that the essential character of tho pres-
sure distribution over the airfoil is the same in both cases.
By this procedure corrections are derived which may be ap-
plied to simultaneously measured lift, moment, and drag co-
e5cien b. and angle of attack in the tunnel to oh tain the cor-
responding quan titiea in free air. These corrections appear
as functions of the factors A and u, of the product ~cd’, and
of the Mach number M’ of the undist urbwi stream. Tho
correction to the angle of attack, which arises out of the
interference effects associated with camber, is proportional
to ISand independent t of A and 7cd’. The correction equa-
tions for the lift and moment co~lcien b contain correspond-
ing ter~ proportional to u alone, togethw with terms which
depend upotI the thickness and the wake effects and are pro-
portional to the products Au and Ted’. The correction to tha
drag coefficient appea.ra as two terms, proportional to Au
aud Ted’, respectively. The term proportional to AU is in
this case composed basically of two parts, one due tu tho
thickness effect and one due to the wake effect.

The correction equations for the airfofi spanning a circular --
tunnel can be derived directly by modifying the equations of
reference 6 in accordance with the reeults of the prccediug
sections. Since the terms containing r exclusive of A
appear -m a re.mdt of the camber effect, the tunnel height h
in such terms must be replaced by 0.84M as required by
equation (23). In the terms which depend upon the thick-
ness and wake effects and are distinguish by the products
Au and rc~’, the quantity h is replaced by 0.779d in accord-
ance with equation (41). This involves the assumption
already mentioned that the height of the equivalent rec-
tangular tunnel with regard ta tthe wake effect is the same
as that calculated for the thiclmms effect.

As in reference 5, the free-air lift, quarter-chord-moment,
and drag coefficients referred to the true dynamic prcseum q
are denoted by the. conventional symbols. The correspond-
ing quantities measured in the tunnel and referred to tho
apparent dynamic pressure g’ are dcnot cd by the sam c
symbols with primes added, The final iquations for tlw
corrected aerodynamic coefficients are then

ci=c~f
{

2—(M’)*
l–*–m)~ ‘ug–

[2– (M’)q [1+ 0.4(M’)’] ,#d,
1—(Mf)z }

(51)

{

2–(M’)~
crnel~=emcl~ ‘ l–[l _ ~~/)yz b-

p–(M’)’][l+o.4( M’)’]
}

i-c (52)— ,#.’ +C1’ fifll ) 1
I–(M’)’
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{

3–0.6(iW’)2
~~=cd~ l—

[1–(lk?’)’~~ ‘u’–

[2–(.M’)’][1 +o.4(M’)q ~#d,
l–(lil’)~ }

(53)

and the corresponding angle of attack in degrees is

where the factor rl is given by

U1=0.289
():’

(55)

and the factors rj and UZme as already deiined in equations
(46) and (47). Numerical values of the compressibility
facto= which appear in these equatiom are given in table II.
The corrected quantities correspond to the true Reynolds
number and true Mach number as given by equations (49)
and (50).

From a rigorous standpoint, the foregoing corrections
apply only to data obtained from chordwise pressure dis-
tributions at the midspan section of the airfoiI. Actually,
as has already been pointed out in the discussion of camber
effect., the experimental chordwise pressure distribution at
any given angle of at t ack is sensibly constant across the. span.
The corrections should therefore be applicriblc with sticient
accuracy to data obtained from pressure distributions at any
spanwise station.

Reference 5 also includes a method for correcting experi-
mental chordwiee pressure distributions to free-air condi-
tions in the case of an airfoil spanning a. rectangular tunnel.
The same procedure may be applied to pressure distributions
over an airfoil spanning a circular tunneI if the factor 7
is replaced by r~ and the factor a by al wherever it appears
alone and by uz where it appears in the product Au.

CHO~IXG ATHIGHSPEEDS

As explained in reference 5, for tests of a model in any
closed-throat wind tunnel, there is some value of the Mach
number Ill’ of the undisturbed stream which cannot be
exceeded irrespective of the power input to the tunnel,
This foIIows from the fact that at high speeds the combina-
tion of model and wind tunnel acts essentially as a converg-
ing-diverging nozzle, and the flow in the tunnel exhibits the
characteristi~ of the flow in such a nozzle. Thus, at some
Mach number less than unity in the undisturbed stream,
sonic veloc.ity is attained at all points across a section of the
tunnel, usually in the vicinity of the model. When this
occurs, increased power input- to the tunnel serves merely
to extend the region of supersonic flow downstream of this
sonic section and has no effect upon the velocity of the stream
ahead of the model. The tunnel is then said to be ‘tchoked”,
ancl the Mach number 31’ of the undisturbed flow ahead of
the airfoil has its maximum attainable value. This value is
described as the apparent choking lfach number, the word
“apparent” being used to dfierentiat e this value from the
corresponding free-air Mach number M which would be
computed from equation (50),

S&ggl ““ 17

If it is assumed that the section of sonic velocity is coin-
cident with the section of minimum area between the model
and the tunnel walls, the apparent choking Alach number
can be obtained from elementary considerate ions of uni-
dimensional adiabatic flow, as shown in reference 5. For
the present case of a. constant-chord airfoil spanning a cir-
cular tunnel, the apparent choking Mach number A1’fi if
fially defied for air (y= 1.4) by the relation

where t.is the “effective” thickness of the airfoil and d is, rw
before, the diameter of the twmel. A graph of this relation
is given in @re 4. As a matter of interest, the resuh.s are
shown for the supersonic as well as the subsonic flo-ivregime.
The region above the curve represents an impossible state
of flow.

In estimating the apparent choking 31ach number in any
practical case it is necessary to replace the effective thickness
& by the projected thickness tp of the airfoil normal to the
direction of flow. As indicated in reference 5, this procedure
leads, in the case of the subsonic wind tunnel, to an over-
estimation of 11’.~ because it neglects the possible con-
traction of a portion of the stream aft of the airfoil m melt
as the effect of the airfoil boundary kiyer.
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The importance of the boundary layer and the accom-
panying drag with regard to tunnel choking is pointed out
in reference 5, where the apparent choking Mach number is
calculated for a flat plate at zero angle of attack in a two-
dimensiomd-flow wind tunnel. Since the projected thickness
for the plat~ is zero, the unidimensional theory would indicate
that no choking occurs. Actually, because of the fact that
the plate experience drag, choking doatake place. Similar
considerations hold, of course, for a flat plate spanning a
circular tunnel. In this case the apparent choking Mach
number for air (7= 1.4) is given by the equation

A graph of this relation is given in figure 5. The effect of
drag on choking for supersonic as w~ as subsonic wind
tunmds iE shown. It can be demonstrated that the points
on the curve correspond ta a Mach number of unity in the
flow far downstream of the modeI where the wake has spread
completely to the tunnel waU. Points above the curve
represent impossible conditions of flow. In most casea
encountered in subsonic turmela, the apparent choking
Mach number determined by the thickness of the airfoil and
defined by equation (56) is usually the lower. For very thin
airfoils at small angles of attack, however, the value of M’ti
given by equation (57) can have the lower value. At present
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no way is known to combine the thickness and drag effects
in a single calculation as should logically bo done.

It should be noted, as pointed out in detail in referenco 5,
that the flow in a tunnel at choking does not correspond to
any flow in free air. Furthermore, for a range of Mach
numbers just beIow choking, where the flow is influenced to
any extent. by the restrictions which finally promote choking,
any wall-interference correction is of doubtful accuracy.
This is particularly true if the model is at an rqqmcciablo
angle of attack so that sonic velocity is attained across the
stream on one side of th~ airfoil before it is on the other.

EXPERIBIENT

The experimental investigation waa initiated for two rea-
sons: (1) to determine the spanwise distribution of lift over
an airfoil spanning a closed-throat circular tunnel, and (2)
h examine the validity of the theoretical iutwferemc cor-
rections derived in the preceding analysis. As has been prc-
tiously mentioned, the development of the theoretical rela-
tions requires a knowledge of the variation in lift over the
span of the airfoil. Since no theoretical or experimental
evidence ngarding this matter was available, the spanwieo
variation in lift was investigated experimentdy for an
~TACA 4412 airfoil for two ratios of airfoil chord to tunnel
diameter. The results of thwe tests are also directly appli-
cable to the examination of the va~dity of t.ho theorct.ical
cmmction equations.

The experimental work was performed in a low-turbulence,
nonreturn-type wind tunnel with interclmngeablo throat sec-
tions of 14- and 8-inch diameter. The two chord-diameter
ratios were obtained by testing the same airfoil in each throat
section . Site the airspeed was held constant throughout
the teats, thiE arnmgemen t permitted the Reynolds number
and the Mach number to be duplicated simultaneously for
the two ohorddiameter ratios, III this manner the effects
of any variation in these parameters wero eliminatwl from
the tads.

The NACA 4412 airfoil was used because a model of suit-
able size was already avaiIable ideally equipped for prcssure-
distributioD tests. The model, which is described in refw-
ence 16, was of 5-inch chord and 30-inch span. This chord,
together with the two throat diameters, gave chord-diameter
ratios of 0.357 and 0.625. ID the tds, the airfoil extended
through the walls of the tunnel and was clamped in tight-
fitting support blocks which prevented any Ieaknge of air at
the walls. The 54 pressure orifices located around the sur-
face of the midspat) sectio~ of the model were connected to
a multiple-tube manometer for measurement t of the pressure
distribution over the airfoil. To secure aa accurate pressure-
distribution data as possibIe, alcohol was uacd as the manom-
eter fluid and the liquid heights were recorded photographi-
cally.

Pressure-distribution records were secured at each of eight
angh of attack from –4° to 15° at a Reynolds number of
approximately 450,000 and a Mach number of approximately
0.2 with the model mounted in both the 14-inch and the 8-
inch diameter threats. The spanwise distribution of lift was
determined for each angle of attack by sliding the prcssuro
orifices laterally from one wall to the other and recording the
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indicated pressure distributions at a number of spantise
stations. The chordwise pressure distributions were plotted
and mechanically integrated to obtain lift and qua.rterdord
moment coeflicienta. No drag coefficients were obtained
because the experimental installation did not permit balance
measurements ta be made and wake surveys were not feasible.

By testing the airfoil in both erect and inverted attitudes
the inclination of the air stream with respect to the tunnel
axis was determined for each throat section. The stream
angle was found to be +0.45° for the 14-inch throat and 0°
for the 8-inch throat. Correction have been applied to all
angks of at tack for the measured angularity.

The spanwise distribution of lift wwflicient uncorrected for
tunnel-wall interference is shown for the two chord-diameter
ratios in figures 6 and 7 in which lift coefficients at various
angles of attack are plotted as a function of the spamvise
location of the measurement plane.

. Chwvee of lift coefficient against angle of attack for the two
chord-diameter ratios are shown uncorrected for tunneI-wail
interference in figure 8 (a). The resul,te given pertain to the
section of the airfoil at the center line of the tunnel. The
corresponding curves corrected for wall interference by
means of equations (51) and (54) are shown in figure 8 (b).
In applying the corrections, the tarm containing rc~’ was
necessarily omitted as no measurements of drag -were made.
For the values of cd to be expected in such tests, however,
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thisterm vrould be negligible in comparison with the remain-
ing terms so that this omission does not affect the final resuIts.
For purposes of comparison, section Iift characteristics as
obtained by Pinkerton from tests of a finite-span rectangular
airfoil in the Langley variable-density wind tummI (reference
17) are also shown. Th=e data correspond to an effective
Reynolds number of 450,000 and are thus directly comparable
to the results of the present test.

In @e 9 (a) curves of quarter-chord moment coef6cient
against lift coefihk.nt are shown uncorrected for tunnel-wall
interference for both chorddia.meter ratios. The same data
are plotted in figure 9 (b) after correction for wall interference
by means of equations (51) and (52). AIso shown for com-
parison are the corrw.pending data from reference 17.

DISCUSSION

b examination of figures 6 and 7 reveals the previously
men tioned fact that there is no appreciable variation in lift
over the spaD of the airfoil at all angles of attack up to those
closely approaching the stalliog angle. This observation
holds for both ohorddiameter ratios. In the vicinity of the
stall a spanwise variation in lift appears which becomes pro-
gressively more erratic as the angle of attack is increased.
As might be expected, this variation becomes apparent at a
lower angle in the case of the Iwrg= chord-diameter ratio.
The results of figures 6 and 7 corroborate the concIueioD of
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Appendix B for the particular case of the airfoil spanning a
circular tunnel.

From figure 8 (b), it is seen that the corrected Iift curves
for the two chord diameter ratios agree almost exactly with
oBe another except at angles near the stall. BeIow the
vicinity of the at all the corrected data coincide with the
results of reference 17 except for a constant anguhw disphtce-
Inent of approxi?nat e]y 0.2°. h reference 16, l?inkerton
estimates that his values for the angles of attack may be
too large by a constant error of approximately 0.25° because
of a possible error in the assumed direction of the stream.
It is thought that the angles of attack of the present experi-
ments are accmate to withh + 0.10. These limits of
accuracy are sticien t to account completely for the apparen t
angular displacement.

In the region of the stall, the corrected lift curves for the
two chord-diameter ratios do not mutually coincide, but
the data for the chorddiameter ratio of 0.357 agree with
Pinkerton’s redts within 2 percent. As previously men-
t ioned, Pbkerton’s tests -were made with a finite-span
rectangular airfoil, for which the cross-span variation in
lift is necessarily hwge. It is not to be expected that the
determination of. mtium section. lift tim such tests
would be as accurate as from tests of a through model, for
which the cross-span lift variation is end.

It is seen from figure 9(%) that the corrected moment
curves agree satisfactorily with each other and with the re-
suhs of reference 17.

In summary, for angles of attack below those in the region
of matimum lift, the results presented in &ures 8 and 9
demonstrate the vaIidity of the theoretical lift, moment, and
angle-of-attack corrections for low L&la&numbers and chord-
diameter ratios up to at least 0.625. For angIes in the vicin-
ity of maximum lift, the corrections are not strictly applica-
ble up to such a large chorddiameter ratio. The results of
the present tat indicate that an accurate determination of
maximum lift can be made with a chorddiametw ratio at
least as high as 0.35. An evaluation of the accuracy of the
correction equations at high Mach numbers is not possible
on the basis of the experimental evidence available at present.
It is to be expected, however, that the maximum permissible
chorddiameter ratios will decrease as the Mach number in-
creases.

The data of the present paper enable no definite conclusions
to be drawn regarding the validity of the drag correction.
However, in view of the accuracy of the other corrections for
the circular tunnel and in view of the fact that the corre-
sponding drag correction for a t-we-dimensional tunnel is
known to be accurate, it is b be expected that this correction
will give a satisfactory evaluation of the wall interference
upon the measured drag.

The equations of the present paper should not be expected
to give accurate results when applied to tests in which air
leakage occurs at the tunnel walls. In such tests the lift at
the vralls drops markedly, so that the assumption that the
Mt is uniform across the span is no longer valid. The
importance of avoiding such leakage, if reliable airfoil
characteristics are ta be obtained, is pointed out in referemce

5 with regard to tats in twodimensional tunnels. The
same gened considerations apply in the case of an airfofl
spanning a circular tunnel.

CONCLUSIONS

Airfoil data obtained from tests at subsonic speeds of an
airfoil spanning the center of a closed-throat circuIar wind
tunnel can be corrected to free-air conditions by means of
the foIIowing equations:

{

l+o.4(M’)~
‘=V’ 1+ [1– (;l’)q’/’ ‘“’ + I –~ “c” 1

(46)

q= (f
{

2–(LAf’)2 [2–(34’)’] [1+0.4(M’)’]
1 +[l–(al’)q’flAu’+ l—(al’)~ T#dt

}

(48)

{
1–0”7@%u2+[1– o.7(M’)q[l +0.4(31’)7

‘= “ l+[l–(.M’)’l’~ 1– (lkf’)a
‘r~c#’

1
(49)

[2– (M’)’] [1+o.4(M’)q ~’cd,

1 – w’)’ }

(50)

(deg) (54)

Au*—

(51)

[2– (.f%f’)q[1+0.4 (11’)7

}
(52),~d’ +C{ 4[1–&’)’l

1–(-M’)’

{
3–0.6(iW’)2 [2– (M’)’l [1+ o.4(iW’)q ~xd,

“=c” 1– [1– (L%f’)’l’fl‘u2– l–(iii’)’ }
(53)

where Tz, al, and u~ are given by

rs=O.321
()5

()
U1=0.289 < s

d

c’
U2=0.339

()z

(46)

(55)

(47)

and A is a dimensionless factor the value of which depends
upon the shape of the base profile of the airfoil (See table
I and equation (3) of reference 5.) The remaining symboIs
are defined in Appendix C. Numerical values of the _func-
tions of iW’ which appem in these equations are given in
table II. Experimental pressure distributions can also be
corrected by proper modification of the method of reference 5
as indicated in the text.

THts of SD FfACA 4412 airfoil at low speed for two ratios
of airfoil chord to tunnel diameter demonstrate the validity
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of the foregoing equations at low Mach numbers. At an~~
of at tack below the region of maximum lift, the equations are
applicab~e for chord-diameter ratios up to at least 0.625, the
tnatimum ratio tested. In the regio~ of maximum lift a
chord-diameter ratio of 0.35 is lmovm. to be permissible, and
st~ higher ratios may give satisfactory results. b examin-
ation of the validity of the equations at high Mach rmmbers
is not possible at present, but the nmximum permissible
chorddiameter ratios may be expected to decrease as the
Mach number imreases.

The trots also indicata that at low Mach numbers the spaD-
wise lift distribution orI an airfoil spanning a closed-throat
circular t un Del is essen tiaIIy constant except at anglee of
attack iD the immediate vicinity of the stall. This result
corroborate the gened conclusion of Appe~dix B, in which

it is demonstrated that the lif t is uniform across an untwistml,
constant-chord airfoil spanning any closed-thro~t wind tun-
nel, irrespective of the cross-sectional shape of the tunnel.

The correction equations cannot be expected to apply at
or in the immediate vicinity of the choking Mach Dumber,

which is the maximum hkch number attainable with a given
combination of airfoil au d tunnel test sectio~. The choking
Mach number can be estimated by means of equations given
iD the report.

AMES AERON~UTICALLABORATORY,
NATIONAL ADVISORYCOMMITTEEFOR AERONAUTICS,

MOFFETT FIELD, CALIF.



APPENDIX A

~RANSFOR%fATION OF SERIES OF BESSEL FUNCTIONS

The series involving Bessel functions which appear in the
discussions of the interference effects associated with airfoiI
camber and thickness are, as pointed out in the text, poorly
suited for use at smaII va.ks of the variable x. It will be
shown here, by means of a method demonstrated by Watson
(reference 15), that the sties may each be expressed as a
combination of elementary functions and a convergent power
series. The remdting series are well adapted for use in the
present problem. The not ation used for the Bessel functions
is that of Watson (reference 13) and of the Smithsonian
Tables (reference 14).

Series for camber effect.-The discussion of the interfer-
ence tiects associated with a“ioil camber involves the series

(Al)

convergent for negative values of x. The summation with
respect tos extends over all the positive roots of the equation

Lk2)

written

(A3)

where the summation is taken over aII the positive roots of the
equation

J,’(j,) = O (A4)
#-

~ca,, consider the function

T J1’ (w)Y1(w+) —J1 (w/r) YI’ (w)~-..l,——
2 J,’(w)

(A5}

where the quantity Y1is a Bead function of the second kind
of order unity. This function has a simple pole at each of
the points w= +j, and is one-valued and amdytic at all other
points in the complex *plane. Its residue at the point j,
can be shown to be

which is identioal with the general term of the ser.k (A3).
By the theorem of residuw, the integral of the function (A5)
taken counterclockwise around a contour iuclosing the por-
tion of the comple~ plane to the right of the imaginary ad
is then equal ta 2A7’1. The integral along a large semi-
circle orI the right of the imaginary axis tends to zero when
the radius of the semicircle tends to ir&ity through values
such that the semicircle avoids the poles of the integrmd.
It is thus necessary to retsin only the integral aIong the
imaginary axis. The contour must, however, have an in-

dentation to the right of the origin, since the integrand has
a pole there -with residue (P+#)/~. If the radius of the
indentation is made to approach zero, WI may finally be”
vzrit ten

Mli(-aJ,’ (w)Y, (wq/r\---; (UW/T)YI’(w) ~-..hdw

(A6]

From the known reIationa for the modified Bessel functions,
it is readily shown that

J,(+it)=+iI,(t)

Y,(*it)=-L(t)+K, (t)

J1’(ztit) =.II’(t)

Y,’(*it)= &z-I,’(t)+:K,’(t)

(A7)

where 11 and K1 are modified Bezsel functions of the first
and second kind of order unity. By writing the integral
in equation (A6) in two parts, one along the positive and
one along the negative imamtia.ry axis, and replacing w in
these integrals by +it and —it, respectively, TFl then
becomes

or

(As)

The value of the first integral in this equation is given by
Watson in reference 15 as

J
mK, (tq/r)sin (tK/r)dt=-

0
(A9)

The second integral can be eviluated by-expanding the
product .II(tn/r)sin (t~/r)in ascending powers of t and inte-
grating term by term. The series expansion for the prod-
uct is

and the term-by-term integration gives

241
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The coefficient ~’,(,~fl~l~=P’,, is given by

J
- ‘l’(t) ~zfd~/J2f=l

T 1) l,’(t)

which may be written after integration by parts

J

= &f-’ (1 +t’) ~t~’*f= —
(2j&)z” fj “

This integral is a constant for any given value of.

(AII)

f.
Reverting to the original variable z, the expansion for WI

may finally be written

w, F+!+‘–%7++

ThiE agrees with the result given without derivation by
Tani and Taima (reference 18).

For purposes of computation the coefficient p’~, is written

J,,=-* L3’,..l)+ll’,,l

where

(A13)

(A14)

The quantity ~’zf can then be expressed in a form suitable
for computation by means of a method devised by Wa~on
for an analagous integral (reference 15).

As the first step, the function

(A15)

is written as a sum of partial fractions, b being a positive
constant which will be fixed later. This can be accomplished
by considering the integral

around the circle ]wI=R in the complex plane. The inte-
grand of the integral (Al 6) has poles at the points

W=t, w= &ij8, w=+ (n+l/2)6

where j, is a positive zero of tll’(w); and 8=1, 2, 3, . . . .
n=0,1,2,3, . . . . The residue at the simple pole at w= t

isthe function (Al 5). The residues at the simple poles at
w= +(n+l/2)b are

(– 1)“(n+ l/2)’f b’f+’
—m(rib+ b/2Tt) [11’(rib+ b/2)]*

The poles at w= &-ij, are second order poles; the residues
there are

(– l) fjjfH

[

.

‘J,’(j,) (1 –j:)’ cosh (mj#) (j,iit)’–

Now, the integral (A16) taken around the circle ]wI=R
tends to zero when R teds to infinity in such a manner
that the circle never passes through a pole of tha integmud.
It follows from the theorem of residues thti~ the sum of &
residues of the integrand at all its poles is zero; thus

1-

(A17)

By multiplying this equation by cos (@) and integrating
from – @ to + ~, it can be shown with the aid of certain
integral relations given by Watson (reference 15, p. 36) that –

J _“. &a=2 g y+ \/2);%~f+ln-o [ l’(~ + /2)]2 +—.. .
“swae- ~falb

[“

.— —
2r(”-l)f5J2 .

a- 1 Q,) (1 –j?)’ cosh (rj,/b) ‘Tj’ib) –

2j–~+(7j,/b) tanh (rj,/6)] (A18)

The fit,series in this equation converges rapidly when b is
large, the second when b is and. A reasonalde corp~Iomisc
for purposes of calculation is to take 6=1. a

Equation (A19) with b= 1 has been
equation (A13) to determine the first
coefficient 1.L’2fi The fial results are

p’g= –0.999

P’4=–1.627

F’,=–9.78

P’*=–120.8

used together with
four values of the

(A20)

Comparable values of ~’z and ~’~ to the same number of
significant figures are given without derivation in reference
18. The value of P’2in this latter reference agrees with that
of the present paper but P’J differs by one in the third decimul
place. The value given in (A20) has been carefully checked
for several values of the parameter b and appcam to be cor-
rect. Values of P’. and ~’, apparently have not previously
been compukd,

Series for thiak.ness effect.-The series which appears in
the discussion of the interference efTects associated with
airfoil thickness is
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con~ergent for negative -dues of x. The summation with
respect tos extends over all the positive roots of the equation

J,(X,r) =0 (A22)

Letting j,=~,r and K= —x as before, the series maybe written

(A23)
8=1

where the summation is taken over the positive roots of

J,( j,)= O (A24)

The function

~ J1(w) Y1(t@+-—J1(t@) ~I(@we_w.lr
5 J,(w) (A25)

has a simple pole at each of the points w= +j,. Its residue
at each of these points can be shown to be identical with the
general term of the series (A23). Unlike the function in the
previous series, this function is regular at the origin. Integ-
ration around the portion of the complex plane to the right
of the imaginary axis then gives

s“i T J1(W) Y1 (Wq/r) —J~ (uT/r) YI (w) ~e–z.~dw
H-2=–2+ _ ~~

m J, (w)
(A26)

By applying the fit two of equations [A7) and combining
the integrals along the two halves of the imaginary afi as
before, the series becomes

(A27)

The fit integral can be evaluated by differentiating rela-
tion (A9) with respect to rc. This operation gives

The second integral can be evaluated as before by expand-
ing the product tI1(tq/r) cos (~K/r) in ascending powers of -t
and integrating term by term. The series expansion for the
product is

and the term-by-term integration gives

s‘~I(t)~~(~q/r)cos (k/r) d~
~~’

(– 1)’/.4,(,+,+1) Tfk+’K2’

=~~~k! (k+ 1)! (2p)!22k+1P+~+1 (A29)

where the coef%cient ~(k~P+l) =PZ~ is given by

Reverting to the original variable z, the expansion for W*
may flnalIy be written

The integmd (A30) has been investigated by Watson (re-
ference 15). Its value for any given r can be computed from
the series

(A32)

where b is an arbitrary positive constant. Thii equation has
been used with b= 1 to determine the first four values of ~P
The final results are

A= O.797]
p4=l.2oo
w=7.46 }

(A33)

M=96.2 j

The fist two of these values agree to the three decimal places
with the two numerical valuw computed by Watson. The
remaining two values have not previously been computed.

APPENDIX B

CONSTANCY OF LIFT OVER AN AIRFOIL SPANNING A CLOSED-
THROAT TUNNEL

Consider an in6nitesimaIIy thin untwisted airfoil of con-
stant chord spanning a closed-throat. wind tunnel of arbitrary
section. Such an arrangement is shown in figure 10, which_
is a section of the tunnel as seen from downstream. It is
assumed that the flow in the tunnel is nonviscous and that
the airfoil therefore has no drag.

Suppose for the time being that the lift varies in some
manner across the span of the airfoil. Any such variation
will be accompanied by a system of vortices trailing from the
airfoil and extending itiltely far downstream. If the usual
assumption is made that the trailing vortices are parallel to
the axis of the tunnel, the flow pattern in a plane normal to
the axis at in.tinit y downstream must be of the nature shown

Fmm 10.—&sumd flowp9tternInplanenormaltotunnel axL9at Mlnhy down9trmm.
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in figure 10. The flow pattern, in geueral, consists of a num-
ber of separate sections within each of which the flow has a
closed, circulato~T character. The line AB, which represents
the projection of the airfoil, extends across every such section,
ancl each of the sections contains the filaments of a portion of
the. system of trailing vortices. The exact character of the
flow pattern in any particular case depends upon the sprm-
wise variation in lift and upon the cross-sectional shape of the.
tunnel.

hTow, consider the flow around a strearnhne within any one
of the separate sections of the flow pattern-say the stream-
line CD in the section at the left-hand side of the tunnel in
figure 10. This streamline, like alI the streamlines, inter-
sects the projection M3 of tho airfoil in two points, denoted
as C and D in the figure. The fact that in the presence of
the tunneI walls each streamline must intersect AB b two
points is essential to the discussion. If it is supposed for
purposes of discu=ion that the directicm of flow is clockwise
as indicated, the verticaI component of velocity at C is
upward whfie the corresponding component at D is down-
ward. This direction of flow corresponds to a net circulation
in the clockwise direction for all the trailing vortex iilaments
enclosed within the streamline.

At the position of the airfoil the pattern of transverse
velocities induced by the trailing vortices iE geometrically
similar to the pattern at infhity downstream, onIy the
magnitude of the velocities being different. Hence, at points
on the airfoil directly ahead of point C, the vertical velocity
induced by the trailing vortices is upward. At points
directly ahead of point D, the velocity is downward, Thus,
since the airfoil is untwisted, the airfoil section corresponding
to C operates at a larger effective angle of attack than does
the section corresponding to D. If the airfoil is of constant
chord as assumed, this means that the lift at section C must
be greatm than the lift at section D. “”

& has been pointed out, however, the trailing vortices
discharged between sections C and D must ha~e a net circu-
lation in the clockwise direction in @re 10. This means
that the circulation. of the spanwiee bmmcl vortices at sec-
tion D must be greater than at section. C. .Since the ‘direc-
tion of stream flow was taken to be toward the observer, this
in turn means that the lift at section C must be lew than
that at section D, which is in direct contradiction to the pre-
vious result. The original supposition @at the lift varies
across the span thus leads to two mutually contradictory
conclusions and is therefore invalid. It foIlows that the
spanwise distribution of lift is uniform across an untwisted,
constant-chord airfoil spanning any closed-throat wind
tunnel, irrespective of the cross-sectional shape of the
tunnel,

As mentioned at the outset, this result depends upon the
assumption that the airfoil is infiniteaimdly thin and has no
drag. It will not bo strictly true if the increase in effective
stream velocity caused by the interference between the walls
and the airfoil thiclums and wake is not uniform across
the span. The result also neglects any effect that the bound-
ary layer aIong the walls of the tunnel may have upon the
lift distribution. That these approximations are not serious,
at Ieast in the case of the circular turmel, is indicated by the
experimental resuha of figures 6 and 7.

COMM~EE FOR AERONAUTICS

The foregoing reasoning is, of course, inapplimblo for an.-
airfod w~ch does not span the tumwl or for a finite+pnn
airfoil in f rec air. In these instances, the projection of the

airfoil does not extend across all of the sectiom ti to wltich

the transverse flow pattern is divided, and the streamlines
of this pattmn need not intemect the projection of tho airfoil
in two points. Under these conditions a type of varying lift
distribution can be found which does not lend to a logical
inconsistency.

APPENDIX C

LIST OF IMPORTANT SYMBOLS

‘t

4
V=f,V*’

Av’

P
tp

t,

airfoil chord
diameter of circular tunnel
radius of circular tunnel
height of rectangular tunnel
height of rectangular tunnel equivalent to circular

tunnel with regard to camber effect
height of rectangular tunnel equivalen~ to circular

tunnel with regard to thickness eflect

1/4 (~); chord-height factor with “regard to wake

tiect in rectangular tunnel

()0.321 ~ ;chord-diameter factor with regard to wake

effect in circuhw tu onel

()c 2; chord-height factor with regard to camber
&x

and thickness effect in rectangular tunrd—

()0.289 ~ ‘; chord-diameter factor with regard LO

camber effect in circular tunnel

Q.339 (~)’; chord-diameter fac~or with regard to

thickness effect in circular tunrd
factor depending upon shape of base profilo (see
_equation (44) and table 1)
angle of attack
section lift coefficient
section quarter-chord-moment coef%cient
section drwg coefficient
stream velocity
dpamic pressure
Mach number
Reynolds number
rechmgular space coordinates
cylindrical space coordinates (see equations (1))
circulation of single line vortex in tunnel
circtiation per unit chorcl length
y and z coordinatca of elementary vortex
radial and angular coordinates of elementary rortox
chordwise coordinate of elementary vortex; also

variable of integration in equations (2) and (3)
velocity potential
z and 2 components of induced velocity
increase in axial velocity at position of airfoil in

tunnel
doublet strength
projected thickness of airfoil
effective thickness of airfoil
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series of terms involving Bessel functions (see equa-

tions (AI) and (A21) of Appenclix A)
Bessel functions of fit and second kind of order m

(TVatson’s notation)
mocliflecI Bessel functions of fist and secoml kind of

orcler m (Watson’s notation)
variable of summation defined by the roots of the

equation Jm’(hJ) =0
Xw; root of the equation J~’(j,)=O
numerical coefiicienta (see equations (35) and (13))
variables of summation
variables of integration
alternate variable defined as equal to —z

Superscripts

(’) when pertaining to fluid properties, denotes valuea
in the undisturbed stream in the tunneI; when

pertaining to airfoil characteristics, denot= values
in tunnel, coefficients being referred to dynamic

pressure q’; cIenotes fit derivative of Bessel
function with respect to its argument

(“) denotes second derivative of Bessel function with
respect to its argument
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TABT.E I.—VALUES OF A FOR VAR1OUS BASE PROFILES
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TABLE IL-COMPRESSIBILITY I?ACTORS FOR CORRECTION EQUATIONS
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